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Organized by people with broad and competitive experience in the field of telecommunications technology,
Tritec Integrated is on its way in becoming the country’s leading company in providing the people with the
latest innovation in telecommunications products and services.

Steered with the company’s values of integrity, dedication, professionalism, empowered leadership, and
corporate social responsibilities for national development, Tritec Integrated is rendering the organization
commitment to ensure long-term profitability and mutual business partnership with our suppliers and to our
clients as well.

Tritec strives to be the country’s leading company in delivering the latest innovation and development in
technology through the products and services offered together with quality customer service for the most
discriminate clientele.

Company Overview

Fast-paced integration



Our Mission & Vision

Customer First Satisfaction of our customers is the very core of the organization. Delivering efficient-cost, quality
and dependable products and services is the main priority of our company.

Relationship We value everyone who shares the same passion with us, and that is why we strive to build a stronger
and harmonious relationshipwith our clients, partner, and suppliers to create a better working environment.

Innovation To be the key player in the technology emerging industry in the country, we live to deliver the latest in
our field through continuous out pouring of creativity, extensive market research, product research, unique ideas,
intuitive decision making, not only for our customers but also for the growth and development of the business and
of our employees.

Workforce We strive to give our people the rightful benefits and opportunities to grow and develop further their
talents and skills

Social Responsibility As a fully owned Filipino corporation, our corporate social responsibility is to enrich and
alleviate the lives of the Filipino people by creating jobs and opportunities in the coming years.

Our mission is to be able to help our clients, partners, and supplies in any way we can, by rendering our full effort
in delivering products and services that will improve the lives of people through the latest innovation in
communication thus linking the Filipino to the world.

Our vision is to be the country’s forerunner in technological products and services giving the Filipino people the
options in developing their business or personal needs with products and services tailored to their needs and
wants.

It is also our vision to create a symmetrical relationship with the people who shares our philosophy and values to
create a dependable, sustainable and effective society as for the present and for the coming years. We firmly
believe that linking people with technology through enhanced communication will lead to a brighter future for
all.

Core Values
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Our organization is composed of expert and determined young individuals, together as an action team to
cater and assure our clients the products and services they deserve with an unexpected level of sincerity as
their partner in the fields of technology.

Organizational Structure
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TDC3
BACK-FIRE SETUP

(Mounting in Back Gantry)

TDC3 Series
FRONT-FIRE SETUP

(Mounting in Front Gantry)

The TDC3 Series is a family of advanced traffic detectors using Doppler radar,
ultrasound and passive infrared. Comprehensive traffic data for each passed
vehicle, including individual vehicle class, speed, length, occupancy time and time
gap, are provided via RS485. Designed for traffic management applications, TDC3
detectors can replace various existing overhead detectors, including ASIM TT29x

Tri-Tech detectors.

The TDC1-PIR traffic detector is a highly accurate traffic counter with radar-like
speed accuracy, length-based vehicle classification and ultra-low power
consumption. It has been specifically designed for applications where both
power consumption and accurate data are the deciding factors.

TRAFFIC 
DETECTORS &

PARKING SYSTEM

TDC1 - PIR
FRONT-FIRE SETUP
(Mounting in Pole)



An inspection unit allowing the measurement of road
surfaces and tunnels while driving at 100km/h. It is compact
and able to be mounted on ordinary cars. The unit is
equipped with line scan cameras, 3D cameras, a distance
meter, and GPS. Due to high speed inspection, the system
allows quick and effective measurement without the need
for traffic control.

COMPACT PAVEMENT 
INSPECTION

SYSTEM

KURABO COMPACT PAVEMENT 

PAVEMENT INSPECTION UNIT PG-4

TUNNEL SCANNING SYSTEM (TM-270)

Highly accurate crack scanning allows
detection of crack length and width,
quantity, efflorescence, and water
leakage on tunnel wall surfaces. The
high-definition images captured with
the color line camera can be
converted into long image data.

KURAVES - ACTIS

Software for automatically extracting
cracks from the images of concrete
structures captured with a digital
camera to detect the width and
length of the cracks. The extracted
images can be saved as data so that
aged deterioration can be easily
compared.



PARKING 
ENFORCEMENT 

SOLUTION

THE DASHBOARD

Device management begins with our interactive Dashboard. The Barnacle® device
delivers real-time data to the Dashboard, including device activity, GPS tracking,
deployments, releases and much more.

THE ENFORCEMENT APP
Easily deploy the 
Barnacle® using your 
smartphone or data-
enabled tablet. Securely 
store vehicle location, 
make & model, license 
tag, photos, and more

MOTORIST PAYMENT
(WEB)

Motorists can quickly pay 
their fine and receive a 
release code to re-
mobilize their vehicle.

MOTORIST PAYMENT
(PHONE) 

Motorists can also call 
pay and release the 
Barnacle® through our 
automated hotline.

The Barnacle® provides a profitable solution that can complement any existing towing or booting operation.



WEIGH-IN  
MOTIONING SYSTEM

Road damage caused by overloaded vehicles is a serious threat to road
infrastructure and poses a safety hazard to all motorists. This is why
surveillance of heavy vehicles and enforcement of overweight is becoming
increasingly important. Kapsch WIM enables road operators to
systematically check vehicle weight and enforce weight limits.



PRIVATE

NETWORKING

DIVISION

Networking Equipment

Computer hardware devices used to establish, maintain, and
terminate communications network sessions between a data
source and its destination.

Telephony Equipment

Automatic telephone switching system for private enterprises. IP
PABX is a hosted VoIP service provider which enables you to have
Virtual IP PABX Systems on the cloud without maintaining your
own in-house system.

Data & Cable Management

Proper manage of data and power cabling within an IT enclosure
will deliver a number of benefits that will enhance your system
availability and improve your bottom line. Data centers contain
two basic types of equipment enclosure server cabinets and
network cabinets.

Structured Cabling Cables and Components

A structured cabling system is the wiring network that carries all
your data, voice, multimedia, security, VoIP, PoE, and even
wireless connections throughout your building or campus. Used
for transmitting electronic information from a source to a
destination

Fiber Optic Cables

Technology associated with the transmission of information as
light impulses along a glass or plastic wire or fiber. Fiber optic
wire carries much more information than a conventional copper
wire and is far less subjected to electromagnetic interferences



BSM

AUXILLARY

DIVISION

A building cannot be completed without proofing itself from danger that might put itself and its occupants at risk.
Tritec Integrated Philippines Inc., helps construction and property management companies the ease of getting the
right solutions suited for their operation needs that is adorable yet comes with great quality.

CCTV Surveillance System

A system where the circuit in which the video is
transmitted is closed and all the elements (camera, display
monitors, recording devices) are directly connected.
Mostly used as security camera systems, CCTV are
becoming more and more commonplace in smaller
businesses and even private homes.

Intercom, PA & Conferencing System

Emergency solutions include towers and wall boxes
featuring built-in UL Listed electrical boxes. These boxes
easily satisfy local electrical codes and include integrated
mounting hardware for power supplies or accessories. An
optional CCTV camera arm module can be included to
provide an enhanced view of video intercom's identifying
view.

Fire Detection Alarm System

Accurate and reliable fire detection system is very important to
detect unwanted presence of fire to protect lives, businesses and
properties.

Fire Detection and Alarm System products have been tested and
have proven reliable to accurately detect fire, immediately notify
people and call emergency forces aid.

Entry Management System

Protect your buildings, premises or assets against
unauthorized entry or access. This requires intelligent
products that are integrated as components in system and
processes. Entry Management System products provides
you with the technology you need to permit authorized
persons unhindered access and in return
uncompromisingly refuse access to unauthorized persons.
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